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Abstract
Amodal completion refers to the phenomenological finding of perceiving partly occluded objects as continuing uninterrupted
behind an occluder. The outlying problem is how the visual system processes such non-local stimuli because the known processes
of early vision are spatially restricted operations which segregate local differences in the visual image, and little is known about
their interactions in producing the segmentation of the image into functionally coherent, or global, objects. We recorded human
visual evoked potentials (VEPs) to texture stimuli and addressed local:non-local relationships in comparing a condition in which
local edges were present, due to texture segregation, with a condition in which, in addition to local edges, textures appeared to
continue as surfaces behind gray stripes due to non-local amodal completion. Subtraction of offset from onset responses showed:
(1) a difference component due to texture segregation characterized by a negativity with onset at about 95 ms and lasting up to
about 280 ms; (2) a further negativity, specifically elicited by amodal completion, with onset at about 142 ms, peaking at 175 ms,
and lasting up to about 188 ms. Therefore, amodal completion occurs at an early processing stage of image analysis and the
difference component in VEPs can be related to figure-ground perception. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Textures are common in the natural environment and
the visual system has developed a relevant ability to per-
ceive different objects on the basis of texture differences.
The scope of this paper is to investigate texture perception
employing visual evoked potentials (VEPs) in an attempt
to uncover some of its neurophysiological bases.
Psychophysical studies of texture perception hypothe-
sized that texture differences are processed at an early
stage of visual analysis that consists in detecting local
differences between neighboring places in the image.
Psychophysical and neurophysiological studies of texture
segregation have shown that if two regions are composed
of texture elements differing in few conspicuous local
features like orientation, size, or luminance, they can be
discriminated rapidly and without scrutiny (Julesz, 1981;
Beck, 1983; Victor, 1985). From this viewpoint only a local
processing is involved that can be named segregation. The
texture segregation process is supposed to signal discon-
tinuities in space through a local analysis in which only
elements lying in the neighborhood of each element are
involved (Sagi & Julesz, 1987).
Neurophysiological bases of the segregation process
have been investigated. In macaque monkey, Knierim and
Van Essen (1992) stimulated the ‘classical’ receptive field
(CRF) of cells of area V1 with a target line element while
a texture placed beyond the CRF was also present. The
cell’s response was suppressed by the texture surround and
this suppression was stronger when the texture surround
had the same orientation of the target line element, than
when they were orthogonal. In humans, neurophysiolog-
ical studies of texture segregation have been performed
using visual evoked potentials (Bach & Meigen, 1990,
1992; Lamme, Van Dijk & Spekreise, 1992; Lamme, Van
Dijk & Spekreijse, 1993, Meigen & Bach, 1993; Bach &
Meigen, 1997). These studies employed textures of line
elements. Line element orientation was modulated in such
a way that a checkerboard pattern due to texture
segregation appeared and disappeared from a uniform
texture. The algebraic subtraction of the VEPs in response
to segregation offset (i.e. in response
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to a uniform texture) from the VEPs in response to
segregation onset showed a large difference component
in the range 100–200 ms. Bach and Meigen (1992)
compared the difference components obtained by tex-
tures of line elements of two different lengths. They found
that the latency of the difference component was reduced
and its amplitude increased when the perceptual segrega-
tion was stronger. Meigen and Bach (1993) found a
monotonous relationship between amplitude of the dif-
ference component and the saliency of texture segrega-
tion. Lamme et al. (1992) compared segregation
checkerboards having different check sizes and found
that the difference component was present only for check
sizes that gave rise to the perception of a segregating
checkerboard, while, when check size was reduced and
no segregation checkerboard was perceived, the differ-
ence component was no more present. All these findings
indicate that the difference component is specifically
related to the perceptual outcome of texture segregation,
so that it can represent a segregation component in
texture VEPs.
Computational models of texture segregation (Malik
& Perona, 1990; Landy & Bergen, 1991) have been
developed. Basically, two layers of linear filters are
employed, the first consisting of a convolution with a
bank of localized kernels followed by a rectifying non-lin-
earity, and the second consisting of a differencing oper-
ation on the spatially pooled outputs of the first layer.
These models are designed with the scope of detecting
local edges between segregating textures. An exemplifica-
tion of these ideas is represented by computer simula-
tions: a square of texture surrounded by a different
texture gives rise to edge detection. Thus the representa-
tion of the surround has a hole in correspondence to these
edges, and the same edges delimit the foreground square
(see, for example, Fig. 5.9 in Bergen, 1991).
Although the segregation hypothesis is the dominant
theory, another viewpoint should be introduced. Follow-
ing conceptualizations by Gestalt psychologists, the early
stages in biological perception consist in figure-ground
segmentation (Koffka, 1935; Kanizsa, 1979). Gestalt
investigations on figure-ground segmentation by a num-
ber of insightful visual demonstrations, provided some
general phenomenological results: (1) figure-ground seg-
mentation is characterized by perceptual asymmetries in
contours (which belong only to the figure); (2) by
differences in surface appearance between figure and
ground (the figure surface appearing more compact); and
(3) by surface stratification (the figure appearing as a
surface in a front plane with respect to the ground surface
that is relied in a back plane). In particular, surface
stratification involves the perception of the background
surface as continuing uninterrupted behind the occluding
figure, a phenomenon that has been called amodal
completion (Kanizsa, 1979).
The segmentation viewpoint leads to completely differ-
ent predictions from the segregation models. For in-
stance, using the previous example, the segmentation of
a texture square in a surround of a different texture
should produce the square figure segment that owns its
boundary contour (at the spatial location of the previ-
ously called edges), and the background segment that
does not have any boundary contour in correspondence
of these edges and that amodally continues behind (hence
no hole is present in the background representation).
Therefore, a critical contention between the segregation
and the segmentation hypotheses concerns the interpola-
tion of unseen parts of the image like the background
surface behind the occluding figure.
From a computational viewpoint figure-ground seg-
mentation consists in clustering the image into disjoint
image subsets using homogeneity criteria (Haralik &
Shapiro, 1991). In computer vision this is accomplished
by two processes: binding of the boundary contour of the
figure and region growing of the figure surface within this
contour. These algorithms have resemblance with some
perceptual processes such as binding of boundary con-
tours in textures (Field, Hayes & Hess, 1993; Kovacs &
Julesz, 1993), and inward spreading from contours of a
texture surface (a process called filling-in; Caputo, 1998).
Neurophysiological studies by Lamme (1995) and by
Zipser, Lamme and Schiller (1996) demonstrated the
existance of the figure-ground asymmetries mentioned
above in the responses of supragranular cells of area V1
of the macaque monkey. Lamme (1995) used a stimulus
that was made of a texture square segregating from a
texture background: the cell’s response was enhanced
when its CRF was placed on the segmenting figure with
respect to when it was placed on the background. Zipser,
Lamme and Schiller (1996) showed that a texture square
which was perceived as an isolated figure produced an
enhancement in the cell’s response with respect to a
condition in which the same texture square was seen as
a part of an overall texture surface that amodally
completed behind an occluding annulus placed around
the square. Two different mechanisms subserved the
response to texture line elements placed in the cell’s CRF,
and the change in the response due to figural effects
beyond the CRF. In fact, the first process occurred with
a short latency (40–50 ms after stimulus onset) whereas
the second process had a longer latency (80–100 ms after
stimulus onset).
Focusing our investigation on VEPs, the texture check-
erboard that has been employed in the previous studies
of texture segregation (Bach & Meigen, 1990, 1992;
Lamme et al., 1992) is ‘multistable’ with respect to
figure-ground segmentation. In fact, a reversibility is
present about what checks are figure and whatever
checks are background. This is due to the absence of
constraints to allow a single (‘stable’) segmentation: the
observer can shift from a perception of, say, checks of
vertical line elements as staying above a background
surface of horizontal line elements, to the complemen-
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Fig. 1. Examples of a portion of the stimuli used in the experiment. The texture line elements were actually drawn on the monitor with 45 or 135°
orientation; the monitor was then tilted 45° and seen through a circular aperture 16° in diameter. Stimulation consisted in texture reversals in
which the appearance (in the odd reversals) of segregating texture stimuli (four experimental conditions labeled A0, A33, A66, and A100%) was
interleaved with their disappearance when (in the even reversals) uniform stimuli (labeled Uniform) were displayed. Within a session the odd
stimuli were randomly intermixed. In the odd stimuli a check was a texture patch of equally oriented line elements arranged on a 66 raster
(2.22.2°). The four odd stimuli differed in the degree of horizontal alignment of the texture checks that were flanking the interleaved gray stripes
(1.1° width). In the A0% alignment condition a texture checkerboard is interleaved with vertical gray stripes. In the A100% alignment condition
the checks made up of texture line elements with the same orientation are horizontally aligned. In the A33% alignment condition the checks of
same texture are aligned by two raster positions in the checks. In the A66% alignment condition the checks of same texture are aligned by four
raster positions in the checks. Even stimuli (Uniform) have vertical texture stripes made up of uniformly oriented vertical line elements. From a
phenomenological viewpoint, the A100% stimulus gives rise to a strong perception of horizontally running texture bars that amodally complete
behind the vertical gray stripes.
tary perception of checks of horizontal line elements stay-
ing above a background surface of vertical line elements.
Therefore, a checkerboard pattern does not allow to
contrast the segregation versus segmentation hypothe-
ses: the checkerboard has to be disambiguated. In this
paper we designed a new visual stimulus in which
segregation and segmentation can be directly compared.
This is obtained by unambiguously engaging amodal
completion. In one experimental condition (A0% in Fig.
1) the stimulus gives rise to the perception of a checker-
board due to texture segregation. In a second experi-
mental condition (A100% in Fig. 1) the stimulus gives
rise to figure-ground segmentation through perception
of horizontally running texture bars due to amodal
completion behind the vertical gray stripes. Control for
segmentation was given by two stimuli (A33% and A66%
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in Fig. 1) in which similar checks are only partly aligned.
It can be noticed that segmentation in the A100%
stimulus concerns the patches of horizontal line elements;
in other words, an overall texture bar that amodally
completes has constituting texture line elements having
its same orientation. On the other hand, checks contain-
ing vertical line elements are perceived as an overall
background surface behind the other objects in the image
(i.e. the gray stripes and the amodally completed horizon-
tal texture bars) and this is similar to the fate of one kind
of checks in the classical ‘multistable’ checkerboard
pattern. Our psychophysically experienced observers
reported a strong perception of amodal completion in the
A100% stimulus and a complete absence of amodal
completion in the A0% and A33% stimuli. Instead, for
some observers the A66% stimulus gave rise to an
ambiguous percept. Similar reports have been obtained
by naive observers.
In the present paper, we aim to demonstrate that
surface properties characterizing the representation of a
texture are responsible for these kinds of effects at an
early processing stage, or, in other terms, that early stages
of texture analysis involve figure-ground segmentation.
Hence, we expect that the difference component, which
was previously attributed to a stage of texture segrega-
tion (Bach & Meigen, 1992; Lamme et al., 1992), should
correspond instead to a figure-ground process that is like
our perception of the stimuli employed here. We used
pattern reversals in which odd displays of the segregation
stimuli described above were alternated with even dis-
plays of uniform texture stimuli. As a uniform texture
stimulus we chose a stimulus in which the vertical gray
stripes were interleaved with vertical line elements (Uni-
form stimulus in Fig. 1). In fact, this uniform stimulus
gave rise to the strongest percept of segregation onset1
when it was reversed with our odd stimuli (i.e. the four
alignments in Fig. 1).
2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Seven subjects (five males and two females) aged 25–45
years voluntarily participated in the experiment. Four
subjects were psychophysically experienced observers;
three subjects were naive observers. Four subjects had
normal vision; three subjects were corrected-to-normal
myopes. Astigmatism was absent in all subjects. Five
subjects were unaware of the purposes of the experiment.
2.2. Stimulus
Stimuli were generated by a PC, presented on a color
monitor (70 Hz vertical refresh) and viewed from a
distance of 57 cm in a dark room. The resolution of the
monitor was 640350 with square pixel 2.72.7 min
arc.
The texture stimulus was constituted by horizontal and
vertical line elements. Since raster monitors produce
physical differences between horizontal and vertical lines,
we resolved this problem by drawing all line elements at
either 45 or 135°. The monitor was then tilted 45° and
it was seen through a circular aperture. In such a way,
the results that will be reported cannot be attributed to
stimulus artifacts.
The visible part of the monitor was circular of 16°
diameter. It was constituted by five uniformly gray
vertical stripes (1.1° width) interleaved with six vertical
texture stripes (2.2° width). The central gray stripe was
displayed in the center of the monitor. The two outermost
texture stripes were only partly visible through the
circular aperture. A red fixation point was displayed in
the middle of the central gray stripe.
Each texture stripe was arranged by vertically adjacent
square patches of texture (2.22.2°). In each texture
patch 36 line elements were arranged on a 66 raster.
Each line element measured about 19.12.7 min arc
(51 pixel) and its position was jittered around its raster
center by 0–2.7 min arc. Line elements in the patch were
oriented either horizontally or vertically (whereas they
were actually drawn on the monitor as 45° clockwise or
counterclockwise).
Five different kinds of stimuli were displayed (Fig. 1)
during the odd:even pattern reversals. Four kinds of
stimuli appeared in the odd reversals: they had texture
stripes arranged as checkerboard patterns in which
vertically adjacent patches within a texture stripe alter-
nated between orthogonal line element orientations.
These four stimuli differed only in the relationships
between flanking texture stripes (separated by an inter-
leaved gray stripe). In the A0% alignment condition
flanking patches across stripes had orthogonal orienta-
tions: this corresponds to a classical checkerboard pat-
tern with in addition interleaved gray stripes. In the
A100% alignment condition flanking patches across
stripes had the same orientation. In the A33% and A66%
alignment conditions flanking patches across stripes were
shifted at intermediate positions (between the extremes
represented by the A0% and A100% conditions) so that
two or four raster positions respectively had line elements
1 Instead, some psychophysically experienced observers reported
that when a uniform stimulus made of horizontal line elements was
employed in the even displays, the reversal with odd stimuli gave rise
to a percept like the unmasking of horizontal checks (or amodally
completed texture stripes in the A100% condition) and to the appear-
ance of a farthest surface plane of vertical texture. In the experiment
reported in this paper, we have avoided this perceptual ambiguity in
segmentation and we used only the Uniform stimulus of Fig. 1.
However, in a preliminary experiment in which the uniform stimuli
changed randomly between horizontal and vertical textures, we found
in nine naı¨ve subjects similar findings as reported here.
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with the same orientation. In the even reversals the
uniform stimulus (Uniform) was displayed: it contained
vertical line elements across patches of the same texture
stripe and across all texture stripes.
At each reversal new texture stimuli were generated,
while the gray stripes and the fixation point remained the
same. The starting point of the patches was outside the
screen at a randomly chosen position, so that edges
between texture patches were differently located at each
odd reversal.
Textures were made of white line elements on a dark
monitor (0.6 cd:m2). The space average luminance of the
texture was 11 cd:m2. The gray stripes had the same
luminance (11 cd:m2).
2.3. Procedure
Stimulation consisted in pattern reversals in which odd
and even stimuli were instantly alternated. In the odd
stimuli segregation edges appeared between texture
patches within each texture stripe; the relationships
between different texture stripes was controlled in the
four alignment conditions, as described above. The odd
stimuli were randomly intermixed. In the even stimuli the
texture was uniform within each texture stripe and across
all texture stripes. Each even stimulus was classified with
respect to the odd stimulus that preceded it.
A session consisted of small blocks separated by
intermediate pauses in which the monitor was dark. Each
block started with a 2 s display of a uniform stimulus to
prepare the observer. Then eight odd (segregation) pat-
terns were displayed (the naive subjects had smaller
blocks of four odds) interleaved with eight (or four) even
(uniform) patterns. Each pattern was displayed for 500
ms and was instantly replaced by the next display. At the
end of the block the last even was delayed for a further
1 s. Therefore, the overall block duration was 11 s (7 s
for naive observers). The subject started each block with
a key press. A session comprised at least 120 presenta-
tions per alignment condition per odd:even condition.
2.4. Recording and analysis
EEG was recorded from Ag:AgCl-coated cup elec-
trodes placed at Oz and left and right earlobes for
reference and ground, respectively. The placement of the
electrodes followed the international 10:20 system. The
impedance of the electrodes was kept below 5 kOhm.
EEG was amplified (BM 623, Biomedica Mangoni, Italy)
and digitally converted (CED 1401, Cambridge Elec-
tronic Design, England) under control of a second PC.
Stimulation onset and recording onset were synchro-
nized. The signal was amplified 50000 times, bandpass
filtered at 1–50 Hz, sampled at 1 kHz with a resolution
of 12 bits, and stored on hard disk.
Artifact rejection was done off-line when the signal
exceeded 9100 mV. The signal was averaged separately
for the eight experimental conditions. For each subject,
for each experimental condition, and for each odd:even
condition, the traces were vertically aligned by taking as
baseline their mean amplitude in the 0–50 ms range after
stimulus onset. Two main peaks were identified which are
named P100 and N155. Finally, for each alignment
condition and for each odd:even condition, the traces
were averaged across the subjects.
3. Results
VEPs of two representative observers are shown in Fig.
2A–D for the odd (texture segregation) and even (uni-
form texture) conditions and for each alignment condi-
tion. The graphs show that in the odd A100% condition,
VEPs have a larger negativity in the N155 component
with respect to the other odd conditions. At the offset
of the segregation pattern (even reversals) no consistent
differences between conditions are evident. VEPs
by subject GL show an overall larger N155 component
in the odd A100% condition. VEPs by subject CP have
a localized bump that seems to indicate that the N155
component is actually constituted by two sub-compo-
nents, only the first of which is changed in the odd A100%
condition. The other observers had comparable results:
four observers had similar VEPs as subject GL; three
observers had similar VEPs as subject CP.
VEPs averaged across the seven subjects are plotted in
Fig. 2E and 2F. In the odd A0, A33 and A66% conditions
VEPs are overlapping, while the odd A100% condition
produces a larger negativity of the N155 component (Fig.
2E). In all the even conditions VEPs are overlapping (Fig.
2F).
Statistical significance of the larger negativity of the
N155 component in the odd A100% condition was
carried out with a repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) on the amplitude of the odd N155 component
with the alignment condition as a 4-level factor. The
effect of alignment was significant (F3,189.57, PB
0.001). Post-hoc pairwise t-tests showed that this effect
was due to the A100% condition that significantly
(a0.02) differed from each other condition. Instead, all
pairwise comparisons between the other alignment con-
ditions were non-significant. The latency of the odd N155
component was about constant across the alignment
conditions (mean9S.E.M.15593 ms).
In Fig. 2G the difference component due to texture
segregation (Bach & Meigen, 1992; Lamme et al., 1992)
is calculated by (odd–even) subtraction for each align-
ment condition. These difference components were z-
transformed for establishing latencies. Three results are
evident: (1) all conditions show a negativity (z \3.0 was
in the range 95–280 ms); (2) there is a further negativity
in the condition A100% with respect to the other
Fig. 2.
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conditions (peak at 175 ms); (3) this further negativity in
the A100% condition is triggered only in this condition,
whereas conditions A0 and A33% are overlapping. The
A66% difference component shows a slightly more neg-
ative amplitude than the A0 and A33% difference com-
ponents: this result was present in three subjects, like GL
in Fig. 2A.
The difference (odd–even) does not allow to attribute
the further negativity in the A100% condition to either
odd or even reversals. To show this, data were plotted
in Fig. 2H by subtracting from A100% the average of the
other three conditions [(A0A33A66%):3] sepa-
rately for the odd and even reversals. The results indicate
that the A100% negativity was due only to odd (segrega-
tion) reversals. The differences were then z-transformed
and z values are plotted overlaid in Fig. 2H. It results
that, for odd reversals, z \3.0 was in the range 142–
188 ms. An interesting finding is the increase of the N70
component (latency 60–71 ms) in the odd A100% condi-
tion. This last finding was evident in four subjects, see
for example subject CP in Fig. 2C.
4. Discussion
Segregation of a texture checkerboard (with inter-
leaved gray stripes) produces a negativity with respect to
a uniform texture. This negativity can be characterized
as a difference component in the range 95–280 ms. This
result agrees with previous studies (Bach & Meigen,
1992; Lamme et al., 1992) that have attributed this
difference component to a segregation process. In that
interpretation, the difference component would be due
to the segregation of local edges between the patches
within each vertical texture stripe.
Alignment of the segregating checks (A100% stimulus)
produces a further negativity in the range 142–188 ms
with respect to the segregation checkerboard (A0%
stimulus). This further negativity cannot be explained by
local segregation within texture stripes. Instead, this
further negativity can only be produced by processes
occurring between texture stripes.
Changes in the perceptual organization of the check-
erboard pattern are in close relationship with this further
negativity. In our case, the A100% stimulus is phe-
nomenologically different from all other alignment con-
ditions, in what it gives rise to the perception of
horizontally running texture bars that amodally com-
plete behind the vertical gray stripes. Amodal comple-
tion characterizes the process of figure-ground
segmentation. Therefore, the further negativity in the
A100% stimulus is related to changes in figure-ground
segmentation of the overall image.
There is a large temporal overlap of the further
negativity related to amodal completion with the differ-
ence component (Fig. 2G). This component has been
previously assumed to reflect a stage of local segregation
(Bach & Meigen, 1992; Lamme et al., 1992). On the
contrary, the temporal overlap suggests that the differ-
ence component may be related to the process of seg-
mentation of the image in figure and ground surfaces.
Our findings of an early intervention of amodal
completion in texture perception cannot be explained
with filter-based models of texture segregation. In fact,
these models use only local processing, whereas amodal
completion requires a mechanism that collects non-lo-
cally separated parts of the image on the basis of their
spatial arrangement. In particular, segmentation of the
global object (i.e. the horizontally completed bar) in-
hibits the segmentation of its parts (i.e. the single
segregating checks) as independent objects (Caputo,
1996). It can be hypothesized that suppression concerns
the contours between the patches of horizontal line
elements and the gray stripes. Binding of the segregating
edges between neighboring texture checks to generate
the global boundary contour of an amodally completed
bar has to be made across the aligned patches by an
interpolation process. A filling-in mechanism (Caputo,
1998) can then spread a texture surface across the
horizontal checks that is uninterrupted by the gray
stripes, so that a continuous, amodally completing,
global texture bar can be produced.
The present findings can be considered in relation to
neurophysiological studies of the primate. The early
processing of amodal completion agrees with the results
reported by Fiorani et al. (1992). The authors recorded
V1 neurons in response to a long sweeping bar when a
central portion of the bar was hindered to the cell’s CRF
by a gray square cardboard. They found that 30% of the
Fig. 2. Results of the experiment: the plots show voltage amplitude (mV) as a function of time after stimulus onset (ms). (A–D) VEP recordings
by two representative subjects. (E) and (F) VEPs averaged across seven subjects. The different alignment conditions are reported in the legend.
(A), (C) and (E) VEPs to odd reversals are in response to the onset of the segregation stimulus. (B), (D) and (F) VEPs to even reversals are in
response to the offset of the segregation stimulus and appearance of the uniform stimulus; alignment condition is referred to the immediately
preceding odd stimulus. In the odd reversals (segregation), alignment conditions A0, A33 and A66% are overlapping, whereas A100% condition
(amodal completion) shows a further negativity. In the even reversals all alignment conditions are overlapping. (G) The difference components
in VEPs are calculated by subtraction of even VEPs from odd VEPs separately for the four alignment conditions. Segregation (all alignment
conditions) produces a negativity in VEPs in the 95–280 ms range. Amodal completion (in the A100% stimulus) adds a further negativity (peak
at 175 ms) that is triggered in this alignment condition only. (H) Differences in VEPs due to alignment conditions separately for odd (segregation)
and even (uniform) reversals are calculated between VEPs in the A100% condition and VEPs averaged across the other three conditions. The
further negativity due to amodal completion is generated by segregation onset, but not by segregation offset. The z-transform of the odd
difference is drawn overlaid for z \2.0; it results that z \3.0 was in the 142–188 ms range.
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cells (in particular those located in the infragranular
layers) could accurately interpolate the exact spatial
position of the bar while its visible parts protruding from
the cardboard were far away from the cell’s CRF.
Therefore, these cells were able to produce neuronal
amodal completion of the bar behind the occluding
cardboard. In relation to our findings, we speculate that
an amodally completed texture bar can strongly activate
a population of infragranular cells selective for its
horizontal global orientation. This can be reflected in the
increase in the N70 component (onset at 60 ms), since
infragranular cells in layer 6 are (together with cells in
layer 4) the first cortical station of geniculate afferences.
Our findings can be discussed in relation to the
neurophysiological studies of figure-ground segmenta-
tion (Lamme, 1995; Zipser, Lamme & Schiller, 1996)
summarized in the Introduction. Above all, a major
difference of our A100% stimulus with respect to the
previously employed stimuli should be pointed out.
Zipser, Lamme and Schiller (1996) manipulate amodal
completion in opposition with figure segmentation: when
an annulus is perceived as an occluder, the texture figure
inside the annulus breaks down since it merges into the
background surface outside the annulus. On the con-
trary, we use amodal completion in cooperation with
figure segmentation: in the A100% stimulus (Fig. 1) figure
binding is possible thanks to amodal completion. This
difference in the relationship between amodal completion
and figure segmentation is relevant in some respects.
First, it indicates that amodal completion and figure
segmentation are based on two different mechanisms:
one is surface stratification, the other is binding of the
parts of the figure. The two processes can be jointly
engaged or contrasting reciprocally depending on the
stimulus arrangement. Second, the result by Zipser,
Lamme and Schiller (1996) of a decrease in cells’ re-
sponses when amodal completion produces an overall
background surface, can be not in correspondence with
our finding of an increased negativity of the N155
component with the A100% stimulus. Instead, we expect
that an enhancement in cells’ responses to the A100%
stimulus should be produced, because the amodal com-
pletion determines the emergence of the figure (i.e. the
amodally completed global bar made of its texture
checks). Third, we speculate that surface stratification
can produce binding of the global object through gating
of the synchronous discharge (Eckhorn, 1994; Singer &
Gray, 1995) of the response of supragranular cells
responding to its single texture checks.
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